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The construction of an interactive dashboard involves deciding on what information to present and how
to display it and implementing those design decisions to create an operational dashboard. Traditionally, a
dashboard’s design is implied in the deployed dashboard rather than captured explicitly as a digital artifact,
preventing it from being backed up, version-controlled, and shared. Moreover, practitioners have to implement
this implicit design manually by coding or configuring it on a dashboard platform. This paper proposes
Mod2Dash, a software framework that enables practitioners to capture their dashboard designs as models
and generate operational dashboards automatically from these models. The framework also provides a GUI-
driven customization approach for practitioners to fine-tune the auto-generated dashboards and update their
models. With these abilities, Mod2Dash enables practitioners to rapidly prototype and deploy dashboards
for both operational and research purposes. We evaluated the framework’s effectiveness in a case study on
cyber security visualization for decision support. A proof-of-concept of Mod2Dash was employed to model
and reconstruct 31 diverse real-world cyber security dashboards. A human-assisted comparison between
the Mod2Dash-generated dashboards and the baseline dashboards shows a close matching, indicating the
framework’s effectiveness for real-world scenarios.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools; User centered design;
Web-based interaction; • General and reference→ Design; • Information systems→ Data analytics.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: data visualization, model-driven dashboard, visualization specification,
cyber situational awareness, decision making, visual data analytics, big data analytics
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1 INTRODUCTION
"A dashboard is a visual display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more
objectives that has been consolidated on a single computer screen so it can be monitored at a glance"
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(Few, 2004 [9]). Dashboards are considered effective means of presenting critical information by
comprehensively using multiple visualization techniques to help decision makers facilitate decision
making [22, 27, 36]. They are widely used in real-world environments across a variety of disciplines
[2, 6, 24]. For example, cyber security dashboards monitor and visualize cyber incidents, trends,
and threats, to enhance cyber situational awareness (CSA) [12].

Each dashboard encapsulates a set of design decisions for the specific practitioners. The design
decisions of what constitutes dashboards and how to visualize them implicitly reside in the mind of
a dashboard practitioner as knowledge or in the deployed dashboards. A design decision is implied
and not usually captured as a digital artifact, and the implicit design is not communicable. So,
collaboration with others to further improve the design and delivery to the development stage is
challenging. Additionally, the implicit design cannot be version-controlled and backed up.
Traditionally, dashboard development involves phases such as users planning features and

requirements, designers analyzing requirements and designing the visual interface, and developers
coding and testing the dashboard [31]. As a result, capturing dashboard design and delivering a
dashboard for the practitioners are time-consuming and challenging.
The dashboard platforms, such as Grafana1 and Kibana2, allow dashboard practitioners to

realize the dashboard design and create web-based dashboards without concerning about the
implementation details. However, these platforms are still manual in building the dashboard from
individual components [3, 16]. The limited number of possible widgets, data sources, and features
in these platforms also limit the imagination of dashboard design. Furthermore, they cannot capture
the practitioners’ implicit designs and automatically transform them into dashboards.
Therefore it is necessary to capture the dashboard design decisions. The design decisions can

be converted into a dashboard model, presenting what and how required information should
be presented to enhance practitioners’ situational awareness (SA) and decision making. Thus,
dashboard development and delivery can be transformed into summarizing the design decisions as
a model and implementing that model into an operational dashboard.

Using a dashboard model to capture design decisions, combined with the automated generation
mechanism, can significantly reduce the work to create dashboards compared to building them
from scratch [44]. Additionally, dashboard languages simplify communication and collaboration
during the process of concretizing and implementing dashboard designs. Existing studies have also
shown the usability of the dashboard model to represent dashboard designs in different disciplines
(e.g., business performance [14, 20] and knowledge management [37]). However, their models fail
to represent many crucial aspects of building real-world dashboards, such as dashboard layout,
interactions, and customization features. Moreover, these dashboard languages are designed for
different particular disciplines and have limited generalizability. Therefore, it is vital to propose a
generic dashboard generation framework focusing on data visualization.
Mod2Dash is a software framework that enables users to capture their dashboard designs as

models, which contain designs about the visual and functional aspects of dashboards. Mod2Dash
automatically generates operational dashboards from these models by combining an extensible
pool of dashboard widgets and deploying the resulting dashboard as a web application. As the auto-
generated dashboards do not always strictly match the initial implicit design, Mod2Dash provides
a GUI-driven customization approach that users can use to configure the dashboard according to
their needs. The model also reflects the customization, resulting in a continuous feedback loop.
The proposed approach enables the users to rapidly prototype and deploy dashboards to validate
and evaluate their designs. Mod2Dash is also beneficial for researchers focusing on information

1Grafana: https://grafana.com/
2Kibana: https://www.elastic.co/kibana/
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visualization, as it enables them to create dashboard prototypes, generate dashboards, test on real
stakeholder audiences, gather feedback, and improve dashboards in a fast and efficient manner.

We experimentally evaluated Mod2Dash’s effectiveness based on a case study of cyber security
visualization for decision support. We systematically collected, selected, and analyzed 31 cyber
security dashboards from various sources of real-world scenarios. A proof-of-concept of Mod2Dash
was developed for modeling and reconstructing the selected 31 dashboards. Finally, we relied on
a human-assisted study to count the matching design decisions between the original baseline
dashboard and the dashboard constructed by Mod2Dash. The analysis and comparison of the
counting on design decisions show a close matching between the pairs of dashboards, which means
that Mod2Dash effectively captures dashboard designs and generates dashboards for real-world
scenarios. Below are the main contributions of this paper:

• We propose a novel and comprehensive dashboard language as a visualization model.
• We present an automated dashboard generation approach based on the proposed dashboard
language, whereby different interpreters are designed to generate diverse dashboard designs.

• We present a GUI-driven customization approach, which allows a continuous feedback loop
to improve the dashboard and reflect the dashboard design decisions to the model.

• We introduce the architecture design and a combination of open-source software technologies
that can support such a dashboard framework and introduce the proof-of-concept of our
proposed approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the review of related works
regarding the visualization modeling language and automated dashboard generation. Section 3
presents the proposed Mod2Dash framework design. Section 4 introduces the detailed technologies
that we used in the implementation. Section 5 describes the case study evaluation of Mod2Dash,
and Section 6 concludes our findings and future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we discuss key researches related to visualization modeling languages and automated
dashboard generation, which are essential fundamentals to our proposed approach for building an
automated mechanism for creating dashboards.

2.1 Visualization Modeling Language
The data visualization languages can be regarded as either a manual or grammar that specifies
how visualizations should be built and how they relate to data. Languages utilizing model-driven
approaches facilitate the transition from hard-coding to models, thereby increasing productivity
and scalability by describing critical aspects of a solution in a user-friendly manner and providing
standardized templates for implementing the solution [30].
Different programming languages have data visualization libraries or packages, for example,

Matplotlib3 for Python and ggplot24 for R5. However, data visualization languages start from D36.
D3 [19] allows users to capture their visualization designs and input data into arbitrary document
elements. A dynamic transforming mechanism generates and modifies data visualization interfaces
by combining visualization and interaction techniques.

While D3 is a supporting layer better suited for novel design ideas, Vega is a higher-level visual-
ization specification language on top of D3 [39]. Vega [29] provides a system architecture focused

3Matplotlib: https://matplotlib.org/
4ggplot2: https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/
5R Programming Language: https://www.r-project.org/
6D3: https://d3js.org/
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on declarative visual and interactive design for data visualization. Vega implements a reusable
and shareable chart component that automatically generates customizable and programmatic
visualizations [39].

Vega-Lite7 [28] is a subset and extension of Vega. It provides graphics and visual encoding rules,
the compiler ingests a portable JSON syntax, and generates low-level Vega specifications. Especially,
Vega-Lite introduces selections concept in the specifications and parameterizes visual encoding into
interactive features. The publication of Vega-Lite is a milestone in the data visualization area. It
facilities the development of research areas such as visualization recommendation, infographics
authoring, and image reverse-engineering. For example, Data2Vis [8] formulates visualization
recommendation as a language translation problem. It recommends visualization by mapping and
translating data specifications to visualization specifications in the Vega-Lite language. Poco and
Heer [21] investigate transforming a chart image into Vega-Lite-like visual encoding in reverse-
engineering research.
The above languages [19, 28, 29] focus on chart-level visualization or accumulating several

different charts. They capture the design decisions in a single chart or interact with several associated
charts. However, they are not capable of more design elements at a dashboard level, such as chart
locations and dashboard-level interactions. Moreover, the coming era of big data requires presenting
and visualizing knowledge from a massive volume of data [34]. A single chart or few charts cannot
present the whole picture of the knowledge. Therefore, a more comprehensive dashboard-level
visualization language is important to present complex data and relationships.

2.2 Automated Dashboard Generation

Table 1. Related work in model-driven dashboard generation.

Reference Discipline Layout Chart
Interaction

Widget
Interaction Customization

Palpanas et
al.[5, 20]

Business Hard coded
Template ✕✕✕ ✕✕✕ Model-based

Kintz et al.[13,
14]

Business Hard coded
Template ✓✓✓ ✕✕✕ Model-based

Vazquez-
Ingelmo et
al.[35, 37, 38]

Knowledge/
Interactions Widget Size ✓✓✓ ✕✕✕ Model-based

Mod2Dash Generic Widget Size
Location ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

Model-based
GUI-based

More than 22 features

The automated dashboard generation process is the mechanism that generates dashboards
automatically based on the rules. The research on this topic can be divided into data automation
and visualization automation. Data automation focuses on data aggregation and data preparation.
For example, the solution implemented by Riege [23] presents automated data filtering techniques
in manufacturing sensor environments to find the most critical data and filter out the out-of-
control data before visualizing it in a dashboard. Garabet et al. [33] propose a module concept
7Vega-Lite: https://vega.github.io/vega-lite/
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in the manufacturing environments to deal with packaging information before being fed into a
visualization template to fulfill dashboard automation.

However, the present work discusses automation in visualization generation, especially the
model-driven dashboard visualization frameworks. Three series of research dedicated to creating
dashboards upon dashboard languages, as shown and compared in Table 1. Chowdhary et al. [5]
and Palpanas et al. [20] use the XML meta-model representation to define a dashboard for modeling
and visualizing business performance. Their model captures user roles, data metrics, user interface
templates, pages, and menus. They also map the model with hardcoded and predefined report
templates. The code generator is designed to be modified in the deployment environment and
generates deployable software components, and the final dashboard application is deployed on a
J2EE application server. The approach proposed by Kintz et al. [13, 14] also uses XML to describe a
dashboard for monitoring and controlling business processes. Kintz [13] captures generic dashboard
information, dashboard visualization elements, alerting, interactions, and data. Kintz et al. [14]
expand the model by adding roles and views into the meta-model. They implement the visualization
mechanism in a web browser-based JavaScript interface.

Vazquez-Ingelmo et al. [35, 37, 38] conduct a series of studies and also proved the meta-model’s
usability in different disciplines when building a dashboard. For example, in [35], they propose a
dashboard meta-model that mainly elaborates the user, the size of the container, and the components
in a healthcare knowledge management case. In [38], the authors model interaction patterns by
using XML specifications in a learning analytics case. A proof-of-concept in [37] is developed
utilizing the Software Product Line generation process and based on Vega-Lite chart language.
As shown in Table 1, among these dashboard languages, Palpanas et al. [5, 20] and Kintz et

al. [13, 14] propose the dashboard meta-model for monitoring business performance, while the
approaches proposed by Vazquez-Ingelmo et al. [35, 37, 38] focus on integrating the dashboard
meta-model with other meta-models (e.g., knowledge management in learning ecosystem and
interactions). However, these dashboard languages have limited generalizability to other disciplines
due to the design constraints for the particular use cases. Therefore, the Mod2Dash dashboard
language will target a more generic dashboard visualization language and be designed as a pure
visualization language for real-world cross-discipline dashboard generation.

All these dashboard languages fail to represent the dashboard layout and widget location. Pal-
panas et al. [20] and Kintz et al. [14] map the model with pre-defined templates to generate the
dashboard. Vazquez-Ingelmo et al. [35, 37, 38] design the widget size but fail to consider organizing
the widget location in their meta-model.
Two of these approaches rule the chart-level interactions in the model. For example, Kintz et

al. [14] provide interaction capabilities such as Zoom, Pan, and Drill down. Vazquez-Ingelmo et al.
[35] also mention the Drill down interaction design in their model. However, their designs stay at
chart-level interaction, and they fail to represent more comprehensive interactions at the dashboard
level, which we will discuss in Section 3.2.
The models rule how the personalized visualization will be presented, so the diversity of cus-

tomization functions mainly depends on the model design. All the dashboard languages mentioned
above provide a limited number of model-based customization and do not attempt to provide
reversed GUI-based customization. However, Mod2Dash provides more than 22 customization
features and provides a GUI-based customization approach, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.

3 MOD2DASH
In this section, we first present the preliminary of our approach, including the motivating example,
the approach workflow, and the usage scenario. Then we introduce three main components of our
approach in detail.

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. EICS, Article 172. Publication date: June 2022.
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3.1 Preliminary

Executives

What information constitute CSA

How to make better decisions

KnowledgePractitioners Dashboard Design Decisions

What data can be used

What data format can be provided

How to present the information

How to interact

Data engineers

Designers

Content 

Visualization techniques

Layout

Theme

Widgets

Interactions

Dashboard Design

Prototyping, Validating, and Improving

Fig. 1. Cyber security dashboard prototyping and validating.

3.1.1 Motivating Example. Figure 1 shows a motivating example of our approach, which is a
dashboard prototyping and validating project in the cyber security domain.
In this example, the dashboard practitioners are executives, data engineers, and user interface

(UI) designers. The executives know what information is helpful for their CSA and decision-making,
and they are the final consumers of the dashboard. The data engineers have organizational CSA
knowledge and what data can be offered and fed into the dashboard. Finally, the UI designers
analyze the dashboard requirements, design the visual and interactive effects, and deliver to the
development and validation phases. All of them contribute to dashboard design decisions; however,
practitioners sometimes change designs rapidly or significantly to produce a final dashboard. During
the development process, they need to communicate and version-control the changes.
As the example illustrates, we may be able to create a unified language to express dashboard

design decisions made by all parties and develop an automated dashboard composition process to
translate that language into an operational dashboard. Consequently, the dashboard practitioners
can version control their designs, quickly prototype their designs, and collaborate on improving
their designs.

3.1.2 Workflow and Usage Scenario. Mod2Dash is designed to address the challenges faced by
dashboard practitioners when capturing their design decisions, transforming their design decisions
into real dashboards, and improving the dashboard designs.

Mod2Dash proposes a meta-model, which describes the possible entities and relationships used in
the concrete dashboard models, and it allows dashboard practitioners to encapsulate their implicit
design decisions in a dashboard model. A dashboard generation mechanism is also designed to
automate the process of turning the dashboard model into an actual dashboard to assist dashboard
practitioners in prototyping their designs and communicating with others. Moreover, a GUI-based
customization capacity is also proposed for practitioners continuously improve dashboard designs.
The overall workflow of Mod2Dash is shown in Figure 2. Its usage scenarios are as follows:

First, dashboard practitioners capture the dashboard design decisions (e.g., visualization tech-
niques, dashboard layout, theme, widgets, and interactions) into a dashboard model, and this
process can be done manually, semi-automatically, or automatically by following the proposed

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. EICS, Article 172. Publication date: June 2022.
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Dashboard 
Practitioners

Design Decisions

Content 
Visual Techniques 

Layout 
Theme

Widgets 
Interactions 

Features

Dashboard 
Visualization 

Language

Dashboard 
Model 

B2

Menu 
Lister

A

Page 
Framer

B1

Layout 
Generator

B2

Widget 
Adaptor

B3

Interaction 
Generator

B4

Dashboard
Menu

Page

Widget

Widget

 

Interaction

Widget

Table

Item 1

Item 2

Widget

Value

A. Dashboard
Design Decisions

B. Dashboard Visualization
Language

C. Automated Dashboard
Composition

D. Dashboard
Customization

Dashboard 
Level 

A

Page 
Level 

B1

Widget 
Level 

B3

Interaction 
Level 

B4

B2

Fig. 2. Mod2Dash overall workflow. Dashboard practitioners’ implicit design decisions are captured in
the dashboard visualization model by following the dashboard visualization language grammar. Next, the
model is fed into the automated dashboard composition mechanism to generate an operational dashboard.
The dashboard designs can then be fine-tuned through the GUI-based customization approach, and the
updated dashboard model will also reflect the changes and be stored.

dashboard language. If the dashboard practitioner has coding experience, she can write the model
from the beginning or use other programming languages (e.g., Python, Java, and JavaScript) to
generate or improve a dashboard model in a large-scale and automatic setting by following the
proposed dashboard language (see Section 3.2). If the practitioner is unfamiliar with coding, she
may construct this dashboard model by dragging and dropping the widget in the GUI customization
mode. Then the dashboard model can be generated accordingly and stored (see Section 3.4).

Second, the visualization model is directly fed to the automated dashboard composition mecha-
nism, and the mechanism can build a web-based operational dashboard from the model. The user
can import their pre-defined dashboard model into the mechanism for quickly prototyping her
dashboard design, and her team members can see the design, give feedback, or further improve the
design based on the existing model.

Then, the GUI-driven customization approach allows the practitioner to fine-tune the dashboard
designs. For example, if the dashboard is built based on the hand-coded or script-generated visual-
ization model, it may not fulfill the design requirements; the practitioner can manually adjust the
elements in the dashboard via the GUI customization mode.

Finally, the improved dashboard design decisions are stored as the updated visualization model.
So the feedback loop allows the practitioners to improve the dashboard in iteration.

The following subsections discuss how the Mod2Dash approach is designed in detail.

3.2 Dashboard Visualization Language
The dashboard visualization language serves as a grammar that describes how the visualization
should be presented and the skeleton upon which dashboard generation can be automated. The
dashboard language can help dashboard practitioners capture their designs into a model so that the
designs can be version-controlled, backed up, and collaborated among teams. From the perspective
of software engineering, the model-driven approach facilitates the transformation of the software

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. EICS, Article 172. Publication date: June 2022.
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development process from hard-coding to modeling. The productivity and scalability of the devel-
opment can be increased by using commonly applicable templates and describing essential aspects
of the solution in a human-friendly manner [30].
This subsection presents our process for designing the dashboard model and the detail of the

proposed language.

3.2.1 Dashboard Prototyping Design. The dashboard is not simply the accumulation of multiple
charts, and it involves many design aspects. Therefore, to make the dashboard visualization language
reflect and be capable with the real-world dashboards, we firstly examined the dashboard designs
from the "Information Dashboard Design" book by Few [10] and the dashboards collected by Sarikaya
et al. [27], we then conceptualize a dashboard prototyping design. As we can see in Figure 3, a
dashboard should have themain content page and amenu for navigating between the different pages.
Each widget on a page could be different in size and is composed of different visual representation
techniques (e.g., charts, tables, and values).

Dashboard
Menu

Page

Widget

Table

Item 1

Item 2

Widget

Value

Widget

Widget

Widget

 

Interaction

Fig. 3. The dashboard frame
prototyping design. Fig. 4. The meta-model of Mod2Dash dashboard visualization language.

3.2.2 Meta-Model. We get inspired further by previous model-driven automated dashboard gen-
eration research [5, 13, 35, 38] and chart-level data visualization language research [19, 28, 29].
According to the prototyping design shown in Figure 3, the dashboard visualization language should
consist of three main elements: the components, the layout, and the functions. The components
are the visual elements such as menu, widgets, and charts, including their visual properties such
as color, font size, and axis. The layout is how these components are located and organized in a
dashboard. And the functions include the interactions and the data connections.

Considering all these ideas, we design a four-level hierarchy meta-model structure for capturing
the generic properties and configurations of dashboard representations. Figure 4 shows the meta-
model of the proposed dashboard visualization language. Here we discuss each hierarchy in detail:

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. EICS, Article 172. Publication date: June 2022.
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Listing 1. A simple dashboard model example in JSON.
1 {
2 " i d " : " Dashboard_Sample " ,
3 " name " : " Sample Dashboard " ,
4 " theme " : " l i g h t " ,
5 " pages " : [
6 {
7 " i d " : " 0 " ,
8 " name " : " Sample Page " ,
9 " w idge t s " : [
10 {
11 " i d " : " p0− i 0 " ,
12 " p r o p e r t i e s " : {
13 " v i s t y p e " : " t i t l e " ,
14 " t i t l e " : " Sample T i t l e Widget "
15 } ,
16 " l a y ou t " : {
17 "w" : 4 ,
18 " h " : 2 ,
19 " x " : 0 ,
20 " y " : 0
21 }
22 } ,
23 {
24 " i d " : " p0− i 1 " ,
25 " name " : " Sample P i e Widget " ,
26 " p r o p e r t i e s " : {
27 " v i s t y p e " : " p i e " ,
28 " ch i ld renname " : [
29 " Va lue1 " ,
30 " Va lue2 " ,
31 " Va lue3 "
32 ]
33 } ,
34 " l a y ou t " : {
35 "w" : 4 ,
36 " h " : 8 ,
37 " x " : 0 ,
38 " y " : 2
39 } ,
40 " v i s c o n f i g " : {
41 " c o l ou r " : [
42 " #82 b365 " ,
43 " #9673 a6 " ,
44 " #6 c8ec0 "
45 ]
46 } ,
47 " i n t e r a c t i o n " : {
48 " i n t e r a c t i o n s " : [
49 " D e t a i l on demand "
50 ] ,
51 " d e t a i l " : {
52 " t a r g e t " : " 0 " ,
53 " method " : " pure "
54 }
55 }
56 }
57 ]
58 }
59 ]
60 }

Fig. 5. The dashboard generated from the simple dash-
board model in Listing 1. In this example, the dash-
board is in a light theme and includes one page. The
page includes two widgets, one is a title widget, and
another one is a pie chart widget. The pie chart has
three values with three colors, and the interaction in
this widget is Detail on demand.

• Dashboard is the frame of the web application. Dashboard is the top hierarchy of the
model, the class Dashboard includes parameters: dashboard ID, dashboard name, theme, and
children pages. The name of Dashboard is the title of the web application, Dashboard consists
of more than one Pages.

• Page is the main content in a dashboards, consisting a group ofWidgets. The Page class
includes parameters: page ID, page name, and children widgets. The names of the Page are
used to generate the navigation menu, and different pages can be navigated from the menu
or detail on demand interaction feature.

• Widget is the basic element in the visualization. It frames the chart, text, or table. It is
named container, chart, or panel in other research or products. In the dashboard model, the

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 6, No. EICS, Article 172. Publication date: June 2022.
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widget level hierarchy describes where the widget is located and how the widget is visualized.
It contains parameters: widget ID, widget name, metric ID, interactions, and a series of
optional objects such as visualization properties, layout, and visualization configuration.

• Interactions at the dashboard level and widget level are different from the interactions
provided by the chart. Dashboards provide more interactive features than the built-in in-
teractions of a chart library. Therefore, this paper focuses on the dashboard and widget
interactions rather than the interactions provided at the chart level. The Interaction class
describes what interactions will be used for a particular widget and detailed configuration
properties for the interaction.

3.2.3 Dashboard Model. We adopt JSON8 (a JavaScript Object Notation) to represent a dashboard
specification. JSON is a commonly used data-interchange language, and it is supported in most
major programming languages [41]. We can formulate a dashboard representation by following
the JSON language syntax and meta-model design mentioned above. Listing 1 shows a simple
8JSON: https://www.json.org/

Map visualization techniques

B3Widget properties

Interaction properties

B4

Locate the widgets

B2

B1

Menu 
Lister

Page 
Framer

Layout 
Generator

Widget 
Adaptor

Par Par

Generate interactions and functions

Widget properties

Page properties

Dashboard properties Widget properties

A
Interaction 
Generator

A B1 B2 B3 B4

Build the page

Fig. 6. Model example of a cyber security dashboard, including the four-level hierarchy models. is a sample
model structure of dashboard-level properties, is the configuration of a page in the dashboard, and

are the sample model of widget-level properties (i.e., locations and visual configurations), and is the
specification of the interactions.
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dashboard model example, the dashboard contains two widgets on one page, and the corresponding
dashboard is shown in Figure 5.
Thus, the dashboard practitioners can capture their dashboard designs into a model according

to their real-world dashboard design requirements. Figure 6 shows another more complex model
example from a cyber security dashboard. This example highlights the four-level hierarchy meta-
model structure design.

3.3 Automated Dashboard Composition
When the dashboard visualization model has been created, the automated dashboard generation
mechanism allows the dashboard practitioners’ design decisions to be presented instantly to
effectively communicate and validate the dashboard design.

Menu 
Lister

A

Page 
Framer

B1

Par

Page 
Level

Dashboard 
Level

Layout 
Generator

B2

Widget 
Level

Interaction 
Level

Interaction 
Generator

B4
Widget 
Adaptor

B3

Widget 
Level

Menu

Par

Menu Dashboard

Table

Item 1

Menu Dashboard

Table

Item 1

Dashboard 
Model

Menu
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Fig. 7. Mod2Dash automated dashboard composition workflow. takes the whole dashboard-level model,
extracts pages names, and generates the menu for the dashboard. uses page-level model to frame a page.

uses the widget-level model to locate each widget one by one, and also uses the widget-level model
to render different visualization techniques. Finally, takes the interaction-level model to generate the
interaction features. In the sequence of renderings, and the series of are rendered in parallel.

Figure 7 shows the overview of the dashboard composition mechanism, especially how the
dashboard model flows in different composition interpreters. Below we describe the dashboard
composition interpreters and the automated rendering procedures in detail.

• Menu Lister reads and extracts the page names from the model and generates a clickable
menu at the top left of the dashboard. When the user clicks an item in the menu, the Page
Framer will be triggered to render the corresponding dashboard page.

• Page Framer reads the current page number from the URLwhen a page is navigated, and it
also reads the page-level model to generate the page. The Layout Generator will be instantiated
in Page Frame with the widget-level parameters. The process happens synchronously with
the Menu Lister.

• Layout Generator reads widget layout properties in widget-level models, which are
passed from the Page Framer, and allocates each widget at the corresponding location. Each
location will instantiate aWidget Adaptor to render a chart component. This step builds up
the skeleton of the dashboard.

• Widget Adaptor is a basic interpreter to render widget-level design decisions. It maps
different visualization types into web-based widget components according to the widget-
level model. The individual widget component interprets detailed configurations, such as
the composition of metrics, color combinations, legend settings, and axis settings. If the
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interactions exist in the current widget, the Interaction Generator will be instantiated by
passing the interaction-level model.

• Interaction Generator instantiates interactions and triggering functions based on the
detailed interaction configuration parameters. For example, if the interaction type is Detail
on demand, Interaction Generator will render an icon representing the feature; if the user
clicks it, the corresponding function will be triggered and jump to a new page.

Figure 6 shows the detailed dashboard composition mechanism for the aforementioned cyber
security dashboard model; it details the procedures of the proposed approach translating the sample
model into a web-based dashboard. Menu Lister uses the dashboard-level model and generates
the navigation menu. Next, Page Framer takes the page-level model to render the current
page. Then Layout Generator reads the widget-level model, especially location properties ,
to locate each widget, and Widget Adaptor reads the widget-level visual properties to map
different visualization configurations with widget components. Finally, Interaction Generator
reads the interaction-level model to generate interactions and functions.

After the composition procedure above, a fully operational dashboard is built, and the resulting
dashboard can be quickly presented to others, validate the design, and gather feedback to improve
the dashboard design further.

3.4 Dashboard Customization
"The dashboard must be specifically to the requirements of a given person, group, or function" [10]. The
customization feature is essential for building a specific dashboard that helps users in a particular
use case. The visualization configuration is also widely applied in dashboard practices [18].

2 Choose Visualization  
Technique

3 Setup visualization and
interaction parameters

5 Drag and drop the
widget to relocate

4

Drag here to
resize

1

Select Configure
Interaction to

start customize

1 Add new elements

6

7 Save the visualization model

Fig. 8. Dashboard visualization building and configuring steps in the GUI.

The actual dashboard produced by the auto-generation process from the initial model will never
match the original design and the use case. Therefore, the GUI-driven customization approach allows
dashboard users to tailor the dashboard to match their particular use cases, and the customization
will also be reflected in the model, creating an improvement feedback loop.
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Mod2Dash enables the user to choose from different visualization techniques, drag and drop
to move widgets around, drag to resize the widgets, and manipulate the element color in a chart.
Besides these basic visualization configurations, Mod2Dash provides configuration features in
different components or levels, even the ability to configure the layout of the elements inside a
widget, which is benefited from the four-level hierarchy dashboard language design. Moreover,
Mod2Dash provides configurations on interactions. Table 2 shows the customization features that
Mod2Dash offers.

The customization features rely on a GUI implementation, and users can create new elements or
configure the existing elements of the dashboard through the GUI in the configuration mode. We
describe the building and configuring procedure below, and Figure 8 also shows this procedure.

Table 2. The customization features that Mod2Dash provides.

Configuration Item Description

Dashboard

name The dashboard name is customizable, it shows as the title of
the dashboard.

theme It includes dark and light themes, the user is able to choose
from them.

base data model Base model is pointing to the data model.
switch model The user is able to switch between dashboard models.

Page
new page Create a new page via GUI.
name The page name is customizable, it is shown at the navigation

menu.
layout The layout of the page is customizable by drag and drop the

widget.

Widget

new widget Add a new widget to the page via GUI.
name The widget name is shown as the widget title.
visualization Many different visualization techniques can be chosen.
resize The widget’s size can be controlled by dragging the widget

edge in the editing mode.
move The widget can be relocate to a new location by dragging on

the widget.
color The background color of the widget is customizable by a

color picker.
metric id Which metric is showing in this widget can be selected, can

be set with multiple metrics for some visualization.

Chart
Element

layout The layout of the elements inside a widget is customizable.
disable legend The legend can be hided.
legend position The position of the legend in the chart is configurable.
baseline The baseline for line chart and bar chart can be set to moving

average or deviation.
font size The font size of single value widget is configurable.
disable axis label The label for x axis and y axis can be disabled.

Interaction select interac-
tions

The interaction is configurable for a widget, such as detail
on demand, share, zoom, refresh, configuration, close.

configure interac-
tions

The properties that when triggering an interaction are con-
figurable.
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• Step1: Start by adding new pages or widgets on the toolkit or selecting the configuration
interaction icon on the widget. The GUI will pop out a side window for configuration.

• Step2: If choosing to add a new widget or edit a widget, the first level side window allows
users to choose visualization techniques. After selecting a visualization technique, the GUI
will pop out the second-level side window.

• Step3: If choosing to add a new page or select the visualization technique, the second level
side window allows users to set up visualization properties and interaction parameters. After
choosing and typing in the required information, a corresponding widget will be rendered
on the page, and the new widget will be automatically inserted at the bottom of the current
page.

• Step4: In the configuration mode, the widget is resizable, and the user can drag the resize
icon on a widget to resize the widget. The content inside a widget frame is also adaptable
based on the widget size.

• Step5: In the configuration mode, the widget is also draggable to relocate.
• Step6: Redo the Step1 to Step5 to add or configure more widgets until fulfill the dashboard
design requirements.

• Step7: The user’s operation in each step results in a new model. Click the save button to save
the visualization model to the database.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Mod2Dash can be developed based on a combination of open-source software technologies. The
deployment of Mod2Dash resembles a client-server database architecture, and all the components
of the system reside on one computing host. This section describes the details of how Mod2Dash
can be developed and deployed.

4.1 Architecture
To support such a proposed mechanism, when considering the three core features of Mod2Dash
design, we plan to implement it in a client-server database architecture [7]. Figure 9 shows the
deployment architecture of Mod2Dash.

The frontend web application is designed as a client-side application, and it involves the visual
and interactive elements for the users. In this case, the frontend can generate dashboards based on
different level interpreters, present the dashboard generation results, and customize the dashboard
design. The frontend runs as a web service by the Web Hosting and is accessed via a web browser.
When the Widget Adaptor populates the visualization, it requests data from the API Gateway.
Furthermore, the updated model will be saved in the database via the API Gateway when the user
customizes the dashboard design.

The backend includes the server-side of the application and the supporting database. The core of
the backend is theAPI Gateway, which handles requests from the frontend, saves new customization,
and returns the requested data. The data is stored in a MongoDB database, and two Data Collections
are designed to store the Mod2Dash dashboard model and the corresponding random metric values.

The frontend web hosting and backend service run on the same cloud server.
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Fig. 9. Deployment architecture design of Mod2Dash.

4.2 Technologies
The implementation of the frontend is based on ReactJS9 (a JavaScript framework), the main UI
frameworks include Ant Design10 (a UI framework with chart libraries), React Grid Layout11 (a
grid layout control system for React), React Gauge Chart12 (a library for Gauge Chart) and nivo13
(a rich set of dataviz components), the request sent from frontend to backend is handled by axios14
(a promise based HTTP client for the browser and node.js).

All services in the backend are disclosed by RESTful APIs, which are written by Flask15 (a
lightweight web application framework) and Swagger16 (an interface description language for
describing RESTful APIs). The backend service is deployed by Gunicorn17 (a Python WSGI HTTP
Server). We use MongoDB18 (a NoSQL database program) to store all the data and configuration.

The whole system can be deployed on an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud19.

5 EVALUATION
This section discusses the evaluation methodology and the results. This evaluation aims to quantify
the effectiveness of Mod2Dash in real-world dashboard generation scenarios, namely, to answer the
research question "How effective that Mod2Dash can represent and reproduce the dashboard design
decisions?".

5.1 Methodology
5.1.1 Case Study. Case studies formed the basis of our overall research strategy since case studies
are empirical methods for investigating contemporary phenomena in the real-life context [1, 26, 42,
43]. The Mod2Dash approach is designed for and applicable across various real-world disciplines
9ReactJS: https://reactjs.org/
10Ant Design: https://ant.design/
11React Grid Layout: https://github.com/react-grid-layout/react-grid-layout
12React Gauge Chart: https://github.com/Martin36/react-gauge-chart
13nivo: https://nivo.rocks/
14axios: https://github.com/axios/axios
15Flask: https://palletsprojects.com/p/flask/
16Swagger: https://swagger.io/
17Gunicorn: https://gunicorn.org/
18MongoDB: https://www.mongodb.com/
19Amazon EC2: https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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with uncontrollable variables in the context. Thus, the case study is an appropriate methodology to
perform this evaluation. The evaluation was conducted by following the guidelines and checklists
for the software engineering case study provided by Runeson and Höst [26].
To evaluate the effectiveness of Mod2Dash, we conducted a case study on cyber security dash-

boards for cyber situational awareness (CSA) and decision support in real-world environments.
We collected and selected 31 cyber security dashboards from the wild, then used our approach
to model and rebuild all of these 31 dashboards. The effectiveness in this context is the ability of
Mod2Dash to represent and reproduce diverse real-world dashboard design decisions.

Fig. 10. CSA visualization that proposed by Livnat et al.[17] in 2005.

5.1.2 Real-life Context. Dashboards are used to monitor and visualize cyber incidents, trends, and
threats in the cyber security domain. For example, academic researchers propose novel approaches
and mechanisms for enhancing CSA, and dashboard prototypes are designed and developed to illus-
trate their proposals. Companies in the industry use the dashboards provided by software vendors
(e.g., SIEM20, IDS21) to monitor cyber incidents and visualize the key metrics. Design professionals
collaborate with security analysts to apply new graphic design elements to conceptualize better
cyber security dashboards.
Utilizing visualization techniques to enhance CSA is a continuously improving process, con-

tributed by cyber data processing and graphical techniques. In 2005, Livnat et al. [17] presented a
concise and scalable representation of the alert attributes in a network intrusion detection system
to enhance users’ situational awareness (Figure 10). Since 2013, CSA visualization research has been
emerging [12]. Goodall et al. [11] propose a system to detect and visualize attacks and abnormal
network activity. The proposed dashboard (Figure 11) enables operators to identify and investigate
the situation and provides context to help operators understand the situation. Kodituwakku et
al. [15] propose a visual analysis platform (Figure 12) for visualizing real-time data in large-scale
networks to provide computer network CSA for security analysts and researchers.

To the best of our experience and knowledge, Mod2Dash is the first trial to use the model-driven
automated approach to build dashboards in the cyber security domain.

5.2 Data Collection
5.2.1 Dashboards Collection Process. We widely collected cyber-related dashboards as part of the
effort to make the dashboards dataset practical, comprehensive, and reflect real-life context. Each
author explored and downloaded his own set of cyber security visualizations that he believed might
qualify as dashboards. We then combined these dashboards with the dashboard collection from [27]
and used inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 5 in Appendix) to identify whether a dashboard

20SIEM: Security information and event management
21IDS: Intrusion detection system
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Fig. 11. Dashboard that proposed by Goodall et al. [11]
in 2019 (left) and the replica generated by Mod2Dash
approach (right).

Fig. 12. Dashboard that proposed by Kodi-
tuwakku, Keller and Gregor [15] in 2020 (left)
and the replica generated by Mod2Dash approach
(right).

could be selected for the final collection. The final dashboard collection included 31 dashboards
after applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

5.2.2 Design Decisions Extraction. Each dashboard captures a set of design decisions, reflecting
the dashboard practitioners’ knowledge and understanding of their CSA and decision support. In
order to simulate the process of creating dashboards based on the practitioners’ models, we must
first examine the practitioners’ design decisions. Therefore, we carried out an analysis of design
decisions among these 31 dashboards.
We followed a predefined protocol and procedure to ensure the design decisions we extracted

were accurate and precise. First, two authors read through all the dashboards one by one and
recorded potential design parameters that could match the Mod2Dash dashboard language. Second,
two authors performed the formal extraction process. Third, all authors checked and confirmed
that all data was correctly extracted.

5.2.3 Proof-of-Concept Development. Based on theMod2Dash design presented in Section 3 and the
utilization of the techniques presented in Section 4, we developed a proof-of-concept of Mod2Dash.

We implemented the dashboard models in JSON format, which the frontend could directly access
and store in the database. We then developed the automated dashboard generation mechanism
based on reading the JSON model from the API and translating it into a web-based application
by multiple levels of interpreters. We also developed GUI-driven customization features to enable
users to continue improving the dashboards.

5.2.4 Dashboards Reconstruct. We employed the Mod2Dash approach to reconstruct the selected
31 cyber security dashboards. Our goal was to capture as many practitioners’ design decisions
as possible in the Mod2Dash dashboard model and replicate these dashboards in a web-based
application as closely as possible to the original dashboards. We followed the steps below to build
and improve a dashboard. Figure 2 also illustrates the overview workflow for building a dashboard
by using the Mod2Dash approach.

• The authors examined the original dashboard and captured the design decisions in the model.
• The authors stored the model in the database.
• The frontend read from the backend and built the dashboard according to the model.
• The authors checked the initial dashboard implementation result and compared it with the
original dashboard.

• The authors kept improving the dashboard via the GUI until the dashboard presents as similar
as possible to the baseline dashboard.
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5.2.5 Human-assisted Study. End users consume the dashboard design, and the performance of the
proposed approach in the cyber context should be examined by real users in the cyber security and
data analysis domain. Thus, we conducted a human-assisted study to quantify the effectiveness
of the Mod2Dash approach. Furthermore, this study aims to identify matching dashboard design
decisions in the original baseline dashboard and the dashboard constructed by Mod2Dash.

We recruited more than one participant to reduce errors in identifying the design decisions. Four
Ph.D. students were recruited to conduct this evaluation. They have an average of 2.75 years of
experience in the data analysis and cyber security domains.
The baseline dashboards were collected from the wild in image format, which means that the

interactive features may not be interactive.We relied on the dashboard image and our understanding
to analyze interactive features during the data extraction process. Equivalently, in the evaluation,
we screenshotted the dashboards and printed out both original and replica dashboards on the same
page for quick and easy comparison. We also provided a form (Table 3) with a set of metrics for
each dashboard to help the participants follow the procedure.

The evaluation session began with a 10-minute introduction of visualization background knowl-
edge, after which the evaluation protocol and rules were briefly discussed. Then, the participants
were required to compare a pair of dashboards one by one, decompose the elements in the dash-
boards in their minds, and find the major design decisions (e.g., data representation format and
visualization techniques), minor design decisions (e.g., dashboard layout, color selection, and
theme), and interactions on the pair dashboards. The participants counted the design decisions in

Table 3. Evaluation form used for each dashboard.

Compare (Number)
Major Design Decisions The participants were required to count what they think are

the major design decisions on original dashboards and replica
dashboards. Major design decisions include data representation
format, and visualization techniques.

Minor Design Decisions The participants were required to count what they think are
the minor design decisions on original dashboards and replica
dashboards. Minor design decisions include dashboard layout,
color selection, and theme.

Interactions The participants were required to count what they think are the
interactions, such as buttons, and icons.

Impression (Rate 0-10)
Overall Performance Impression Overall impression about how well Mod2Dash rebuilds the dash-

board.
Correctness The correctness when Mod2Dash rebuilds the dashboard.
Visualization The visualization rating when comparing replica dashboard with

the original one.
Understandability The rating about whether the visualization is understandable

when comparing Mod2Dash with the original one.
Expressiveness The rating about whether the visualization is expressive when

comparing Mod2Dash with the original one.
Feedback

General feedback about how well Mod2Dash rebuilds this dashboard, detailed feedback about how
Mod2Dash can be improved.
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the original baseline dashboard first and then looked for matching design decisions in the replica
dashboard. Participants may have different understandings of the design, and they were encouraged
to identify the items based on their knowledge and understanding. However, the design decisions
found in the replica dashboards are not allowed to be more than the original baseline dashboard.
The participants were requested to fill in the Compare section (Table 3) during the counting and
rate the performance impression about the current dashboard reconstruction (Impression section
in Table 3) after reviewing each pair of dashboards. The rating items include overall performance
impression, correctness, visualization, understandability, expressiveness. The impression ratings
should be in the range of 0 to 10. The participants were also required to give feedback (Feedback
section in Table 3) for each dashboard reconstruction. Each evaluation session for a participant
took about 2 hours. We awarded a $60 gift card to each participant.

5.3 Results
This subsection discusses the results of the real-world dashboard collection, the reconstruction of
31 cyber security dashboards, and the effectiveness of Mod2Dash.

5.3.1 Demographics. The cyber security dashboards (contemporary phenomena in the real-life
context of this case study) are coming from diverse sources, and the characteristics of these
dashboards are also diverse and complex.
The sources of cyber security dashboards are diverse. As shown in Table 4, we categorized

the source distribution of these dashboards: (1) research papers with the topic of cyber security
visualization or dashboard (5 dashboards, 16.13%), (2) industry practices in cyber security solution
system (20 dashboards, 64.52%), with characters of "SIEM", "Security Dashboard" (e.g., SolarWinds22,
OptimEyes.ai23, and IBM QRadar24), (3) Security dashboard visual design in the design sharing
platform Dribbble25 (4 dashboards, 12.90%), (4) Cyber reporting Excel template (2 dashboards,
6.45%).

Table 4. Cyber security dashboard collected from different resources.

Source Number Percentage Description
Academia 5 16.13% Research papers with the topic of cyber security visual-

ization or dashboard.
Industry 20 64.52% Industry practices in cyber security solution products .
Design 4 12.90% Cyber dashboard visual designs in the design sharing

platform "Dribbble".
Reporting 2 6.45% Excel reporting templates for cyber security.

We further examined and analyzed these 31 cyber security dashboards to understand the practi-
tioners’ design decisions when they designed and built the dashboards. We found that the charac-
teristics of these dashboards are also diverse and complex.

• Layout is how the components are located in a multiple-view visualization (MV), it is critical
design decision for dashboards. Chen et al. [4] identified 98 unique layouts from 360 MV
designs. Based on their findings, we identified and compressed the dashboard layouts for
these 31 dashboards in 4 categories: Standard Grid (3 dashboards, 9.68%) is the widgets

22SolarWinds: https://www.solarwinds.com/
23OptimEyes.ai: https://optimeyes.ai/
24IBM QRadar: https://www.ibm.com/au-en/security/security-intelligence/qradar
25Dribbble: https://dribbble.com/
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in the dashboard are aligned both horizontally and vertically. Row Oriented means the
dashboard widgets are populated row by row (horizontal), widgets could be not aligned
vertically, and Row Oriented (18 dashboards, 58.06%) is the most popular design layout for
cyber security dashboards. Column Oriented (4 dashboards, 12.90%) means the dashboard
widgets are populated column by column (vertial), widgets could be not aligned horizontally.
Disordered (6 dashboard, 19.35%) layouts do not strictly follow horizontal or vertical design.

• Theme is a set of color combinations for a dashboard. The default setting in the visualization
development is to display black text on a white background[40]. The dark mode became a UI
design trend after the release of the macOS Mojave update [25, 32]. We found that 22 of 31
cyber security dashboards (70.97%) use a light theme, and 9 dashboards (29.03%) use a dark
theme.

• Visualization Techniques are how the data is visualized, and they are the lowest level
elements inside a widget. We identified 18 different Visualization Techniques (i.e., Single
Value, Table, Gauge, Area Chart, Column Chart, Word Cloud, Ring, Map, Composite Chart,
Scatter, Radial Tree, Pie Chart, Bar Chart, Treemap, Line Chart, Bullet, Sankey, and Radar)
during the analysis. We found that Table, Column Chart, and Single Value are the most popular
techniques used in these dashboards. The detailed distribution of these techniques used in
the collection can be found in Figure 15 in the Appendix.

• Widget Number and Visualization Technique Number in a dashboard indicate the data
complexity and the metrics that are monitored in a dashboard. We considered a widget as a
basic unit of data fact, and we treated different data representation formats (e.g., text, table)
and different chart types as different Visualization Technique. As a result, we found that the
maximum number of widgets in a dashboard is 19, and the minimal number is 3, with an
average of 8 widgets among these dashboards. Meanwhile, a dashboard is a comprehensive
use of different visualization techniques. We found the maximal number using different
Visualization Technique in a single dashboard is 7, and the minimal is 2, with an average
of 4. For example, the dashboard in [15] (Figure 12) uses 19 widgets to monitor real-time
and large-scale networks by applying 7 different visualization techniques (i.e., Gauge, Single
Value, Area Chart, Column Chart, Word Cloud, Ring, and Map).

• Interactions in this study are focused more on dashboard-level and widget-level rather than
the interactions in a chart. We extracted interactions from the dashboard description and icons
in the dashboard, we found 8 different interaction types: filter, zoom, share, customization,
detail on demand, refresh, print, and navigation. We found that 19 dashboards (61.29%) provide
dashboard-level interactions and 16 dashboards (51.61%) provide widget-level interactions.

Through the dashboard analysis and design decisions extraction process, we gain insights into
the dashboard practitioners’ design and their understanding of the decision support and CSA.
Furthermore, we have a thorough understanding of dashboards and the diversity of dashboard
designs in real-world environments. The detailed data extraction results are illustrated in Table 6
in the Appendix.

5.3.2 Dashboard Reconstruction. A proof-of-concept of the proposed Mod2Dash framework was
developed during the case study, and all 31 cyber security dashboards were built based on the
framework. The reconstruction results can be found in the Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13, and
Figure 16 (in the Appendix). These pairs of comparison screenshots show that the dashboards built
by the Mod2Dash approach represent the designs in the original dashboard well in terms of the
visualization techniques, layout, and color combination.

The following subsection will introduce the quantified effectiveness of the Mod2Dash approach
in representing and reproducing these real-world dashboards.
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Fig. 13. Comparison screenshots of the original dashboards and replicas. The first row is the original
baseline dashboards, and the second row is the dashboards generated by the Mod2Dash approach.

5.3.3 Reproduction Rate. The reproduction rate is ametric tomeasure the effectiveness ofMod2Dash.
It is calculated based on the matching design decision numbers that participants identified during
the human-assisted study session. It illustrates how effective the Mod2Dash approach is adapted to
diverse real-world dashboard environments regarding dashboard model representation for design
decisions and the visual dashboard components generated based on the dashboard model.

The participants found 843 major design decisions in the original dashboards and 802 in replicas,
with a replication rate of 95.13%. The participants identified a total of 803 and 617 minor design
decisions in the original dashboards and the replica dashboards, rendering a reproduction rate
of 76.84%. Participants found 189 interaction buttons or icons in the original dashboards and 85
corresponding replicas interactions, making the overall reproduction rate 44.97%. The raw data
from the human-assisted study composes the Figure 14.
The high reproduction rates demonstrate the effectiveness of the Mod2Dash dashboard model

in capturing real-world dashboard design decisions. Furthermore, it also shows that Mod2Dash
can effectively generate real-world dashboards that accurately represent major and minor design
decisions with an acceptable interaction representation.

5.3.4 Performance Rating. Participants were requested to rate their impression of the Mod2Dash
approach. The impression rating was evaluated from overall performance impression, correctness,
visualization, understandability, and expressiveness.

The maximal rating that the participants gave for these metrics was 10, and the minimal rating
was 4, with a median score of 8. Despite a few poor ratings indicating that few Mod2Dash-produced
dashboards perform not as well as the baselines, the overall impression is good. Figure 14 shows
the impression ratings, which is generated from the raw data.
The ratings from the participants also show that Mod2Dash performs well in presenting real-

world dashboards.

5.3.5 Feedback. Participants also provided qualitative feedback based on their observations. After
further analyzing their comments, we gained insights into improving the mechanism in the future.

Pros: During the evaluation, two of the participants commented that some of the replicas are
superior to the original baseline dashboards in terms of visualization and expressiveness. In the
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Fig. 14. The reproduction rate for major design decisions, minor design decisions, interactions, and the
impression ratings.

evaluation forms, we could find words such as "looks good to me", "this replication captured almost
perfectly" to praise the Mod2Dash approach.
Cons: There are also some drawbacks that the participants had identified. All the participants

pointed out that the color scheme needs to be improved, and the font size is not visible well in the
replicas. Mod2Dash provides configuration for the color in the charts. The model can describe all
the colors in a chart (see the comparison in Figure 13), but the model fails in dealing with other
hard-coded color settings in the dashboard. For example, the original dashboard uses different
colors for different rows in a PowerPoint template. Although Mod2Dash provides the font size
configuration for Single Value widget, our current model is still unable to capture and configure
other font sizes such as font size of the title in a table, font size of value number in a Ring Chart, or
font size of the legend.

Participants also raised the issue of missing indicators. For example, there was a widget using a
condensed form of visualization, combining Line Chart, Column Chart, and Area Chart in one single
widget. Our current technology is not able to recur this widget. Furthermore, some dashboards
are hard-coded with different colors for different values in a Table to denote the importance of the
information, but Mod2Dash cannot capture this indicator as well.

5.4 Threat to Validity
This section discusses the limitations and main threats to the internal and external validity of this
study. The case study was carefully designed and carried out to prevent undesired factors from
affecting the outcome. However, a few essential details need to be considered when replicating the
experiment.

• Although we argue that we collect and select dashboards widely from different sources,
researchers’ subjective judgment may influence the dashboard selection. To reduce the
influence of this issue, we relied on pre-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 5 in
the Appendix) when collecting and selecting dashboards.

• In the study, we targeted the gaps in capturing the models or design decisions in the heads of
dashboard practitioners and automatically generating the dashboard based on the model. It
primarily focused on dashboard visualization, and the data used in this study is mock data or
created by a random algorithm. Therefore, the results may vary regarding the chart color or
shape if different data models are used in the replicating experiments.
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• The judgments of an interaction icon or a component in the dashboard belongs to which
interaction category are also subjective when extracting design decisions from the dashboards,
especially we have to use the dashboard screenshots to analyze the interactions. For example,
an icon of three dots could mean detail on demand or configuration interaction feature. To
address this problem, we designed a process for data extraction that extracts data in multiple
steps and with multiple authors’ consistent input.

• Another limitation that needs to be discussed is the design of the human-assisted study. We
relied on the participants’ design decision counting to evaluate the effectiveness of Mod2Dash.
The printed version of pair dashboards and the participant’s experience and knowledge may
influence the judgments regarding the design decision of a particular component. Conse-
quently, we recruited four participants to count the number of design decision matching to
reduce this issue’s influence. The plan and development of the interview guides and selection
of participants can be improved in further formal evaluation.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes Mod2Dash, a framework for model-driven dashboard generation. Researchers
and developers can use it to quickly model, prototype, and validate dashboard designs. The
Mod2Dash approach contains three main components. First, the dashboard visualization lan-
guage helps dashboard practitioners capture their implicit design decisions. Second, the automated
dashboard generation mechanism builds the operational dashboards, which is helpful for dashboard
practitioners to communicate their design. Third, a GUI-driven customization approach helps
users continuously improve the dashboard design. We presented a fully functional framework and
evaluated it in a case study. The evaluation result shows that Mod2Dash can effectively capture the
real-world dashboard design decisions and generate real-world dashboards.
As a practical and comprehensive means of presenting critical information, we believe that

dashboard is an important and challenging research topic. One of the interesting future directions
that can be based on the outcome of this paper is dashboard visualization recommendation. First, a
rule-based or machine learning-based recommendation approach can be derived by analyzing or
learning from more real-world dashboard designs. Then the recommendation approach suggests
dashboard models by following the Mod2Dash dashboard language based on the practitioners’
input. Finally, the dashboards are automatically generated by Mod2Dash so that the recommended
designs can be quickly evaluated.
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APPENDIX

Table 5. Inclusion (I) and exclusion (E) criteria that applied when selecting dashboards.

Inclusion criteria
I1 The dashboard should visualize and monitor critical information and conditions.
I2 The dashboard should help extract, explain, understand knowledge, and enhancing

decision-making ability.
I3 The dashboard should use multiple data representation formats, and have interactive

features.
Exclusion criteria

E1 The dashboard over-designed or over-coded for particular purpose is excluded.
E2 The dashboard designed for mobile-only is excluded.
E3 Duplicated dashboard design or similar design from the same source is excluded.
E4 Sectional or uncompleted dashboard is excluded.

Fig. 15. Distribution of visualization techniques used in the real-world 31 cyber security
dashboards.
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Table 6. Statistics and diversity of the case.

Item Category Number Percent

Purpose Monitoring 28 90.32
Reporting 7 22.58

Stakeholder
Analysts 24 77.41
Executives 8 25

Board Members 2 6.45

Time Sensitivity
High 5 16.13

Medium 10 32.16
Low 16 51.61

Decision Support Dimension
Strategic 11 35.48
Tactical 18 58.06

Operational 2 6.45

Situational Awareness Level
Perception 22 70.97

Comprehension 9 29.03
Projection 0 0

Layout

Standard Grid 3 9.68
Row Oriented 18 58.06

Column Oriented 4 12.9
Disordered 6 19.35

Theme Light 22 70.97
Dark 9 29.03

Interaction Dashboard Level 19 61.29
Widget Level 16 51.61

Widget Number
Max 18

Average 8
Min 3

Visualization Technique Number
Max 7

Average 4
Min 2
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Fig. 16. All of the 31 real-world cyber security dashboards have been reconstructed by Mod2Dash.
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